MARKETING OF AN ACADEMIC PROGRAM: CASE STUDY OF AN ENGINEERING PROGRAM

Abstract. The main purpose of this research was the development of an effective marketing strategy for academic programs. The nature of academic programs has significantly changed. The curriculum at those programs as well as the methods for recruiting students were very traditional and rigid. In recent decades many private universities were created and started competing with established public universities. At the same time, public universities started competing among themselves. Recently many people view university education as an investment which provides a return in the form of well-paid employment after the completion of their formal education. The recruitment strategy needs to be adjusted to the changing conditions. Every academic program is trying to compete for the best highly-motivated high school students. Academic programs are operating in a similar mode to traditional businesses by selling educational services. The article presents a marketing approach to offering educational services in universities using the example of an Engineering Program at The Pennsylvania State University Hazleton (USA). The authors, using the case study method, place their considerations in a broader context of issues related to the marketing and communication strategy of universities. They indicate the need to use the 7-element marketing mix using the broader context of relationship marketing and feedback as well as building the brand of the university to skillfully meet the challenges of the dynamically developing world and the constantly evolving labour market, while not giving up the intellectualization of the educational processes and shaping the personality of the students. The methodology used in this study was a case study of the marketing of an Engineering program at The Pennsylvania State University (USA). This is a public university successfully competing with many private universities in the United States (USA). A theoretical analysis of the marketing strategy based on the best and most effective practices is being presented in the article. The paper also contains practical suggestions and recommendations that can be used by both private and state universities.
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Introduction. According to some authors, the development of marketing dates back to the 18th century (Fullerton, 1988). R. Bartels (1988) dates the development of marketing to the beginning of the 20th century. J.E. Hagerby (1936) reports that «marketing» as a university-taught subject was first introduced in 1909 at the Harvard School of Business Administration, and the first book with the term «marketing» in its title was written by L. D. H. Weld (1915). In the literature on the subject, we also find
positions in which the beginnings of marketing are related to the period after the Second World War (Webster, 2002; Brownlie and Saren, 1992). F. E. Webster (2002) believes that the marketing of the 1920s was not really marketing in the strict sense, but only managerial activities related to modelling or stimulating demand, aimed at increasing sales. Many managers still confuse marketing with sales and sales management. Properly understood marketing is about understanding customers and their needs as well as a strategic approach. In «The Practice of Management» P. Drucker (1954) argued that marketing cannot be treated as a separate management function, but rather as an integral part of the entire business seen from the customer's point of view. An important element of Drucker's approach to management is responsibility towards an individual client and responsibility towards society as a whole (Kuzior, 2007).

The 1970s and 1980s saw the development of service marketing (Kozielski, 2013), which is important from the point of view of the topic of marketing services in higher education discussed in this article.

**Literature Review.** Interest in marketing services in higher education developed to varying degrees in different countries. It depended on the level of development of higher education in a given country, the degree of privatization or the degree of bureaucracy in higher education, competition on the educational market, educational offer, demographic factors, economic factors, including the possibility of financing the use of marketing tools and other issues affecting the interest in potential university applicants. In Poland, the market of educational services, including the market of higher education services, began to take shape only in the 1990s (Antczak, 2011). The rapid development of the Polish educational market meant that marketing of educational services, as a specialized segment of marketing in general, has even become a subject taught at university. The popularity of issues related to the marketing of educational services in Poland is also characterized by a large number of scientific articles in this field. According to Google Scholar, this issue appears in 12,800 publications in Polish, although compared to English-language publications it is rather small. In English, Google Scholar indicates 4,090,000 results for the query «marketing of educational services», and 3,800,000 results for the query «marketing in higher education» (as at 1 of January 2021). Recent years have brought interest in the marketing of educational services not only of commercial entities. Higher education institutions financed from state budget subsidies must also use marketing instruments to effectively compete in the educational market. More extensive studies on the marketing of educational services and the market of educational services in various countries (including Poland, the Russian Federation, Serbia, Spain, Great Britain, Canada, Hong Kong, Italy, the Czech Republic), taken from different perspectives, can be found in publications Brkanli et al. (2020), Nureev et al. (2020), Smarvik and Vespestad (2020), Knight (2019), Fajčíková and Urbancova (2019), Fantauzzi et al. (2019), James and Derrick (2019), Guilbaud (2018), Bolaat and O’Sullivan (2017), Ivy (2008), Hayes (2007). Often, higher education is perceived in the broader paradigm of sustainable development (Lopes et al., 2019; Kuzior, 2010), which may have a positive impact on the image of a university and translate into better competitiveness in the education market. Relationship marketing is also gaining more and more important in promoting higher education (Trullas et al., 2018; Guilbaud, 2016; Helgesen, 2008). Besides, social media and the Internet are gaining more and more important in the marketing of educational services (Mazurek et al., 2019; Rosmala, 2012). For almost two decades, the most popular approach has been the use of marketing mix instruments (Brkanlic et al., 2020; Ndofirepi et al., 2020; Ivy, 2008; Kustin, 2004). In well-prepared universities to operate on the educational market, marketing strategies are developed based on the marketing mix tools. However, even this approach is not sufficient. To gain a distinctive position in the educational market, it is necessary to build the image of the university in line with its mission and vision but to adapt the educational and research aspect according to the needs of the target market. Therefore, holistic integrated actions are needed, based on strategic thinking, which is necessary for the marketing management of the organization and building the university brand (Celoch, 2015). This, of course, requires a certain amount of time and money. Shaping the brand of a university requires creating a differentiating advantage (providing a product and service that will be
more satisfactory for a candidate for studies than the competition’s offer). The brand cannot only be created. It must also be backed up by real opportunities to fulfill the promises made to potential candidates. An indispensable element of building a brand is the promotion and consolidation of positive associations with universities (Penar Szczepańska-Woszczyna, 2011). This requires the use of a 7-element marketing mix instrumentation (product, price, promotion, distribution, personnel, material certificate and the process of providing services (Pabian, 2008). The key element is the promotion based on the appropriate implementation of the marketing communication system, including all necessary elements, such as advertising, personal sales, supplementary promotion and public relations (PR) activities include contacts with the mass media, conferences, publications, visualizing offers, organizing «open doors», participation in educational fairs, as well as university website and presence on social networks (Celoch, 2015) A comprehensive, not fragmentary approach, is important.

**Methodology and research methods.** The authors of the research used a qualitative method - a case study. The case study in management sciences is defined as an empirical inference about a contemporary phenomenon in its natural context. The method allows you to answer research questions «how?» (e.g., something is organized) and «why?» (e.g., why certain actions are taken) and allows for a thorough understanding of the phenomenon (Wojcik, 2013). In scientific research using the case study, the researcher refers to theoretical constructs related to the discussed phenomena, but it is essential to deal with the area of empirical facts. Such a clash of theory and empathy leads to the development of science. In the presented research, the authors used an idiographic approach, characteristic of the method used, characterized by «methodological eclecticism», which ensures cognitive and pragmatic effectiveness while maintaining the postulate of methodological triangulation (Matejun, 2011). For the Engineering program at The Pennsylvania State University (Hazleton, PA USA), a comprehensive approach was adopted based on observation and research, analysis of internal documentation, web content analysis, statistical data and other available source material.

The analysis of a marketing strategy for academic programs was described based on the marketing of an Engineering program at Penn State Hazleton (Hazleton, PA USA). Marketing for other academic programs can be different. The Pennsylvania State University (PSU) is a public university receiving a subsidy from the State of Pennsylvania. The subsidy which is received from the State is only 7% of the operating cost. Historically that percentage was much higher. A subsidy at the level of 7% means that 93% of the operating cost is coming from students’ tuition. Therefore, tuition at (PSU) is comparable to tuition at the private institutions (where 100% of the budget comes from the students’ tuition. At present (2020-2021), Penn State tuition and fees are $15,216/yr. (estimation) at Penn State Commonwealth Campuses (Penn State Planning to Freeze, 2020-21). If the student is living on the campus, the cost of living (including room, meals and miscellaneous costs which vary by individual and academic program of study) $13,410-$16,632/yr. at Penn State Commonwealth Campuses. Therefore, the total cost for students is $28,752-$31,830/yr. at Penn State Commonwealth Campus.

Engineering with an Alternative Energy and Power Generation Option is a four-year program. This is under the assumption that the student comes academically well-prepared for the required courses. Very often, students need to take remedial courses which extend the duration of the program to 4.5 years or even 5 years. If the student is academically well-prepared and graduates within four years, the total cost (tuition, fees, room, meals and miscellaneous costs) is approximately $120,000. In addition to the $120,000 investment on behalf of the student, there is a missed opportunity cost because, during the four-years, students could be working and generating income.

Financial aid for students is limited except for military veterans. Military veterans are individuals who have served four years of active duty. After being discharged from the military, veterans can receive tuition reimbursement for four years at the educational institution (public or private) that they have selected. Military veterans also receive a small stipend for the purchase of textbooks and other required supplies.
Veterans’ Administration (VA) through the GI Bill and other education benefits’ programs help Veterans, service members, and their qualified family members with needs like identifying a school or training program and paying the tuition as well as getting career counselling (VA Education and Training Benefits, 2020; Information for Military Families and Veterans, 2020; Education Benefits and Financial Aid, 2020).

Financial aid for traditional students is limited and most students rely on loans to pay their tuition as well as living expenses during the duration of the academic program. Nationwide almost two-thirds of students take out loans to pay for college. At Penn State Hazleton, approximately 73% of students took out student loans averaging $6,122/yr. or $24,288 over the four years. In the United States (USA) 45 million borrowers owed nearly $1.6 trillion in student loan debt. USA student-loan debt is now the second-highest consumer debt (Friedman, 2020).

What/Who is the competition? There are private universities in Pennsylvania that offer academic programs including ABET-accredited Engineering programs. The cost of tuition at private universities is slightly higher than tuition at The Pennsylvania State University (PSU). However, private universities have more flexibility in offering tuition discounts to better-prepared students, so that they would be attracted into their academic programs. The Pennsylvania State University, a public university sponsored by state funding, does not have that flexibility in offering discounted tuition. Private universities do not have to follow any procedures related to purchasing equipment and supplies. The Pennsylvania State University follow state guidelines related to purchasing equipment and supplies. All major purchases involve a bidding process which is cumbersome and increases the cost factor. Private universities hire independent professional recruiters who are being paid for every prospect student brought to the program. The Pennsylvania State University has only an Admissions Department. The Admissions Department can visit different high schools to promote the program, but they do not get financial benefits for every student recruited. Professional recruiters from private universities are more proactive and aggressive in their recruitment strategies. The Pennsylvania State University needs to compete with many private colleges.

Considering the cost of operating a public university is higher than the cost of operating private colleges, the tuition which is paid by the students is comparable. There are some states, like California, where public universities are less expensive because of higher state subsidies to state universities. There are community colleges in Pennsylvania offering associate degrees at much lower tuition. The community colleges role is to retrain the existing workforce. Community colleges receive funding from workforce development funds as they only offer associate degree programs (automotive technicians, computer technicians, practical nurses, laboratory technicians, dental hygienists, etc.).

**Results.** In the USA, as in many other countries, there exists a Competing for Well-prepared Motivated Students. Recruiting high-achieving motivated students is important for every academic program. Well-prepared students increase retention and graduation rates. Motivated incoming students have a better chance of becoming the type of graduates for which industry is looking. Highly employable graduates increase the employment rate and reputation of the program. A high employment rate combined with a good reputation of the program helps with student recruitment. Every academic program including Engineering programs has a vested interest in attracting the best possible high school graduates. A few strategies for accomplishing that are as follows:

1. **Offer the students discounted tuition in the form of a scholarship.** (Private universities have more flexible to do that. Public universities can use this method as well, but they are more limited.)

2. **Offer dual enrollment opportunities.** Dual enrollment opportunities allow junior and senior high school students to take introductory freshman-level classes at the university. To qualify for this opportunity, students need to maintain a designated grade-point average. University faculty select the courses suitable for dual enrollment opportunities. The Engineering program at The Pennsylvania State University-Hazleton Campus selected a freshman course, Introduction to Engineering, as an appropriate course for a dual enrollment opportunity. Introduction to Engineering has been offered by the faculty at four different
high schools within the Hazleton area. There was a design project incorporated in the course curriculum. The design project was teaching the students teamwork and lighting the fire by getting them excited about engineering. While taking a dual enrollment course(s), high school students are getting all the privileges of university students, for example, university email, identification card, transcript, access to the library system, career guidance, etc. After passing the dual enrollment course, high school students receive the grade on an official university transcript. Introduction to Engineering was the primary course taken by prospective engineering students. There were also other courses available to high school students as dual enrollment courses. One of the popular courses was Speech Communication which was also frequently chosen by prospective engineering students. Dual enrollment courses can be offered during the day at the high school location or during the evening at the university location. Dual enrollment students pay a discounted tuition and are getting a head start in the academic program. Dual enrollment opportunities are an effective method of attracting and recruiting motivated well-prepared high school students. Approximately 25% of the high school students taking dual enrollment classes at Penn State Hazleton enrol in the university’s programs after high school graduation. Those are normally students that every program is trying to recruit because they are self-motivated.

3. Organize a regional research fair for high school students. The Engineering program at Penn State Hazleton (PSH) sponsors a science and engineering research fair as an annual event. High school students can do either a PowerPoint presentation, poster presentation or show-and-tell. During the research fair, high school students participate in a campus tour. Besides, they meet the Engineering faculty as well as some Engineering students. Every participant receives an award. The winner of the research fair receives a significant financial award which can only be applied toward tuition at The Pennsylvania State University. The regional research fair was a way to recruit well-prepared and dedicated students.

4. Collect and Maintain Statistical Data Related to Placement Rate of Program Graduates. All engineering programs at The Pennsylvania State University track the program graduates and collect data on how many students find employment in the engineering field within 3 months of graduation. Most private universities do the same thing. The university also collects data related to the salary of engineering graduates, especially the salary immediately after graduation. That statistical data is extremely helpful while discussing the program with prospective students and their family. Most parents of prospective students view the university program as an investment in their child’s future. They want to know the return on that investment in the form of the salary after graduation as well as the employment rate. The statistical data related to employment is a highly effective method of promoting the program and attracting high-quality incoming students.

5. Allow the High School Students to be a Guest in Some Engineering Classes. Periodically every academic program organizes an «open house» event (usually on Saturday) for prospective students. Many high school students and their families participate in the program. It is important from the perspective of students and their families to meet the faculty teaching in the program. Involving current students to participate in the open house is also extremely helpful. Many prospective students and their family appreciate the opportunity to meet with current students and hear their opinion about the program. Very often prospective candidates into the academic program appreciate the opportunity to sit on some of the engineering classes (or other classes). During the open house, a faculty member can invite prospective students to sit as a guest in some of the college classes. High school students and their families usually appreciate that gesture of the faculty. Allowing the high school students interested in the program to participate as a guest in some classes is a highly effective method of attracting energetic and well-prepared students.

6. Project Driven Curriculum (High Visibility Student Projects). Studying engineering is significantly enhanced by student involvement in the exciting state of the art projects. Exciting high visibility projects completed by engineering students at The Pennsylvania State University Hazleton Campus included: 2
solar-powered cars, an experimental airplane, zero utility building, etc. Those projects were incorporated in some of the engineering classes. Education needs to be like «lighting a fire» and not «filling up a bucket». Interesting projects are doing that. They allow for enthusiasm and excitement among faculty and students. Enthusiasm is contagious and allows for a bond to be formed between faculty and students. It creates a sense of pride and accomplishment within students. Involving high school students in those projects is a highly effective method of attracting highly motivated and well-prepared students.

7. Establishment of an Entrepreneurial Center. Two years ago, an Entrepreneurial Center was established at The Pennsylvania State University Hazleton Campus. The Entrepreneurial Center is offering programs for university students, high school students, as well as the general public. Entrepreneurial Center offers evening courses related to the field of entrepreneurship and innovativeness. The establishment of the Entrepreneurial Center allows to better promote engineering and business program at The Pennsylvania State University. The academic programs became more visible to high school students as well as the general public. Engineering and business faculty are involved in the activity of the Entrepreneurial Center. This allows creating higher visibility for The Pennsylvania State University. It also allows creating higher visibility for engineering and business faculty. The faculty from The Pennsylvania State University is also involved in activities of the Cultural and Ethnic Integration Centers in Hazleton, PA. Cultural and Ethnic Interrogation Center is assisting immigrants coming to the area to become established and assimilated. Integration Center also helps with the educational needs of immigrant children. The engineering faculty was teaching evening programs entitled, «Engineering, a Roadmap to a Rewarding Career». This was an after-school program offered at the Integration Centers.

Involvement of the engineering faculty with the Cultural and Ethnic Integration Center was also an effective method for attracting students to The Pennsylvania State University.

The summary of the strategies for promoting the Engineering program at The Pennsylvania State University (Hazleton Campus) is shown in Table 1. Those methods were identified based on the best and most effective practices applied at The Pennsylvania State University. Table 1 contains the assessment of the effectiveness of the individual methods based on the first-hand experience in administering the engineering program at the Hazleton Campus. The information provided in Table 1 is qualitative data.

Table 1. Effectiveness of different methods for promoting Engineering programs and attracting highly qualified students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method of Promoting the Program</th>
<th>Effectiveness of the Methods (based on experience)</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offer students discounted tuition in the form of scholarships (normally for the first year of study)</td>
<td>Effective</td>
<td>Mostly at private universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer dual enrollment opportunities</td>
<td>Very effective</td>
<td>Approximately 25% of dual enrollment students enrolling in the engineering program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organize regional research fair for high school students (offer discounted tuition to the winner of the research fair)</td>
<td>Very effective</td>
<td>Bringing only a small amount of the best students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collect and maintain statistical data related to the placement rate of program graduates</td>
<td>Very effective</td>
<td>A good employment rate with high starting-salaries is very convincing to prospective students as well as their parent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continued Table 1

| Allow high school students to be a guest in some Engineering classes | Effective | Attracts undecided students; There is no cost to the university. Increases retentions in the academic program.
| Project-driven curriculum (High-visibility student projects) | Very effective | Helps with the recruitment of new incoming students. Attracts students into the Engineering program as well as the Business program. Sparks entrepreneurial interest among students.
| Establish an entrepreneurial center | Effective | Sources: developed by the authors.

**Conclusions.** Summarizing the above considerations, it should be pointed out that universities, similarly to economic entities, must now use marketing instruments to effectively compete on the educational market. Universities should apply comprehensive solutions based on a strategic approach in marketing activities and skillfully adapt previously developed solutions used in enterprises or institutions (cf. e.g. Pimonenko et al., 2019; Kuzior et al., 2019a; Kwilinski, 2018). Universities should use all available marketing mix instruments, including relationship marketing, along with skilful communication of the educational offer on the educational market. An important element is adapting the offer to the needs of the evolving labour market and offering products and services that not only focus on current needs but offering students a range of competencies that will allow them to effectively find employment in the future, in the dynamically developing technological reality based on innovative solutions of cognitive technologies and artificial intelligence (Kuzior et al., 2019b; Kwilinski et al., 2019; Kuzior et al., 2019c; Kwilinski and Kuzior, 2020). One should also not forget about the humanistic aspect of engineering education (Kuzior et al., 2019b). The solutions adopted at Penn State Hazleton require a more comprehensive approach. An approach based solely on What are we selling? What is the price for which we are selling? is no longer sufficient. An important element is a focus on the quality of education, so that universities, in pursuit of the «client», do not give up intellectualizing education (Antczak, 2011) and, in line with A. Einstein’s message, that a university graduate should leave its walls as a harmonious personality, and not only as a specialist in a given field.
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Maryanskie osiągnięcia program: na przykładzie podstawowych specjalności

W ramach pracy dotyczącej systematyzacji argumentów dotyczących rynek osiągnięcia nawiązań programów kształcenia w zakresie wychowawczego osiągnięcia. Autorzy zaznaczają, że tradycyjne wychowawcze osiągnięcia są zastąpione niezmiernie ważnymi forami. Niemniej jednak, w celu uzyskania najlepszych wyników, ważne jest zastosowanie strategii marketingowych. Dzięki temu można uzyskać większą artystyczną osiągnięcie osiągnięcia w zakresie wychowawczego osiągnięcia. Autorzy podkreślają, że strategia marketingowa dla osiągnięcia osiągnięcia w zakresie wychowawczego osiągnięcia jest jednym z kluczowych elementów strategii marketingowej. W celu uzyskania najlepszych osiągnięć, należy zastosować strategię marketingową, która pozwoli na uzyskanie najlepszych wyników w zakresie wychowawczego osiągnięcia.
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